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How to Get Rid of Pseudoterminals* 
W. AINHIRN 
Institut fiir Informationsverarbeitung, Technisehe Universitdt Graz, 
Steyrergasse 17, A-8010 Graz, Austria 
We investigate the role of pseudoterminals of E0L forms. This leads us to the 
definition of m-interpretation which avoids the introduction of additional pseudoter- 
minals via interpretation. We solve the problem of m-completeness for simple and 
short EPOL forms, thus establishing a normal form result for EPOL forms which 
can be viewed as an analogy to the Chomsky Normal Form for CF grammars. 
Finally, we consider the validity of some basic results on E0L forms under m- 
interpretation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has become customary in L form theory to consider systems with two 
alphabets, the nonterminal and the terminal alphabet. The main difference 
between nonterminals and terminals is that the words of the generated 
language consist of terminal symbols only. In the case of CF grammars (if 
only reduced grammars are considered as is usually done) specifying a 
symbol as a member of the terminal alphabet implies that it actually occurs 
in some word of the language generated by the grammar. It turns out that 
this does not hold in the case of E0L systems. That means that we have a 
third kind of symbol, which has been called a pseudoterminal in recent 
papers. Such pseudoterminals are terminal symbols by specification but they 
behave like nonterminals in the sense that they never occur in the generated 
language. They have played an important role in previous papers on E0L 
forms such as Culik and Maurer (1978) or Ainhirn and Maurer (1979). 
However, it seems that pseudoterminals sometimes act rather pathologically. 
We define a new type of interpretation, so-called marvelous interpretation, 
which does not allow the existence of pseudoterminals. 
The basic purpose of this paper is to give some motivation for marvelous 
interpretation (m-interpretation for short) and to consider consequences of
this type of interpretation, thus providing also some insight into the character 
of pseudoterminals. 
* This paper is part of a Ph.D. thesis being prepared at the Institut f/Jr Informations- 
verarbeitung, Technische Universit/it Graz, Steyrergasse 17, A-8010 Graz, Austria. 
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In Section 2 we present the basic notions used in L form theory. In 
Section 3 we consider some characteristics of pseudoterminals and discuss 
the central notion of the paper, namely, m-interpretation. The main results 
concerning completeness of simple EPOL forms are given in Section 4. In 
particular, we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for m-completeness 
of simple and short EPOL forms. We do this by presenting E0L languages L 1 
and L 2 which cannot be generated by marvelous E0L systems (EOL systems 
having no pseudoterminals) without productions of the types A-o B and 
A-~ BC, respectively, where A, B and C are nonterminals. Note that the 
solution of the completeness problem for simple EPOL forms provides us 
with a normal form result which is analogous to the Chomsky Normal Form 
for CF grammars. The conditions established in Section 4 are in contrast o 
some results in Culiketal.  (1978); e.g., they show that the existence of 
pseudoterminals is of crucial importance to the riormal form result in Culik 
and Maurer (1978) and thus to the completeness of some forms presented in 
Culik et al. (1978). In Section 5 we consider some basic lemmas which often 
are used in L form theory, such as isolation and simulation lemmas. We 
show that some of them have to be modified when used with m- 
interpretation. Finally we consider the reduction results given in Section 4 in 
Maurer et a I. (1977) and their validity under m-interpretation. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basics of formal language 
theory and is referred to Harrison (1978), Salomaa (1973) or Maurer (1969) 
for notions not further explained. For basic information on L forms 
Maurer et al. (1977) should be consulted. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
In this section we review basic notions from L form theory. An EOL 
system G is a quadruple G = (V, 27, P, S), where V is a finite set of symbols, 
27 ~_ V is the set of terminals, V -  27 is the set of nonterminals, S E V -  27 is 
the startsymbol, and P is a finite set of pairs (a, x) with a E V and x C V* 
such that for each a E V at least one such pair is in P. The elements 
p = (a, x) are called productions and usually are written a ~ x. G is called 
propagating or an EPOL system if in each production a ~ x the righthand 
side differs from the empty word e. 
An OL system is a triple (27, P, o), where for each a in 27 there is at least 
one production a-o x in P and cr is in X +. (' 
For words x=ala2  ... a. with a~E V and y= YlY2 ""Yn with y~E V* 
(1 <~i<~n) we write x~o Y if ai-o y~ is a production of P for every i=  
I, 2,..., n. 
We write x =~o x for every x in V* and for a positive integer n we write 
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n n 1 x =>~ y if for some z in V* x =~ z =>~ y holds. By x =>~+ y and x :~G Y we 
mean the transitive, transitive and reflexive, respectively, closure of =~.  For 
convenience, the E0L system G will often not be indicated below the arrow 
=~ if it is understood by the context. A derivation in G is a sequence of 
words (Xo,Xl,...,xn), n>/1, such that Xo~Xl ,  XIZ:~GX2,...,Xn_I=~GXn, 
together with a precise description of how all occurrences in x,. are rewritten 
to obtain xi+ 1, 0 ~< i ~< n - 1. Such a description can be formalized (see, e.g., 
Rozenberg and Salomaa (1980)). We depict a derivaion D by D:xo~ ~ 
X l ::~ G """ ::::> G X n • 
With each derivation S ~ x I ~ . . .  ~ x, we associate a derivation tree t 
as usual. S is to be considered the label of the root of the tree, the symbols of 
x~+~ are label of nodes which are the sons of the nodes corresponding to the 
symbols in xi, and the nodes corresponding to x,+~ are considered to lie 
below those corresponding to x~. The word x n is obtained by reading the 
leaves of t, i.e., the frontier of t, from left to right. A node corresponding to a 
symbol in x,. is considered to be of depth i, and the maximal depth of any 
node is called the height of the tree. A path in the derivation tree leading 
from the root of the tree to a leaf is called a leaf-path throughout this paper. 
A derivation x 0 ~ x I is called length-increasing if [x0[< I Xl[. It is called 
nonterminal [total nonterminal] if for some [any] sequence of words Xl, 
x2,...,xt_ 1with xi=~xi+ 1for i=0 ,  1 ..... l -  1. 
: . . . .  ;. Y l _ lX l _ lZ l _ lZ~G YtXtZt S * :- yoXoZo~ YlXlZl a a 
G 
implies yixizi contains at least one nonterminal for each i with 1 ~ i ~ l - 1. 
In this case we write x 0 ~t,t a x l [x 0 ~,m xl]. 
The language generated by an E0L system G = (V, 27, P, S) is denoted by 
L(G) and defined as L(G) := {x E 2;* I S :~6x}. The sentential form 
language generated by G is denoted by SF(G) and defined as SF(G) := 
{x~ v*ls~x}. 
An E0L system G = (V, 27, P, S) is called looping, if a =~+ a holds for 
some a ~ V; expansive, if a =~xayaz holds for some a E V and some 
x, y, z C V*; synchronized, if a E 2; and a =~+ x imply x ~ 2;*; short, if 
a ~ x E P implies Ix[ ~< 2; simple, if ca rd(V-  22) = card(2;) = 1; reduced, if 
for each a E V there exist words x and y E V* such that S *~ xay. Due to a 
result in Maurer et al. (1977) we will assume each E0L system to be 
reduced in this paper unless stated otherwise. 
For a set M of symbols and a set N of words, M-~ N denotes the set of 
productions {a~xtaEM,  xEN}.  For a word xE  V* we denote by 
alph(x) the set of all symbols occurring in x and extend alph to sets of words 
N by alph(N) :=  ~)xeN alph(x) as usual. 
An EOL form F is an E0L system, F= (V,S,P,  S). An E0L system 
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F '= (V', _r,, p,, S') is called an interpretation ofF (modulo l t), if~t is a finite 
substitution defined on V and (i)-(v) bold: 
(i) //(A)___ V' -2 ; '  for each A ~ V-2;; 
(ii) /~(a) _ 27' for each a E 27; 
(iii) /~(a)C3/~(fl)=O for all a=~fl in V; 
(iv) P' ___/~(P), wherelt(P):= U~_~x~eU(a)~t~(x); 
(v) s'  c u(s). 
If F' is an interpretation of F modulo/~ we write F' <1F(~). 
t (F )  := {L(F') I F' <1F} is the family of languages generated by F. 
Two E0L forms F~ and F 2 are called form equivalent if d(F1) = S(F2). 
An E0L form F is called complete if d (F )= LfE0 L (the family of all E0L 
languages), otherwise it is called incomplete. 
A language L [a family of languages1] is called an E0L language 
[EOLfamily] if there exists an E0L system F such that L(F)=L 
I t (F )  = S] .  
We conclude this section by mentioning a convention used throughout this 
paper. When specifying examples of E0L forms it clearly suffices to list the 
productions; small letters are used to denote terminals, capital letters to 
denote nonterminals and S to indicate the starting symbol. 
3. UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHY 
Rewriting systems have originally been introduced by Thue. Thue did not 
make a distinction between a terminal and a nonterminal alphabet as has 
become customary in formal language theory; this distinction is due to three 
reasons: Firstly, the introduction of nonterminals has a linguistic motivation, 
since nonterminals can be viewed as representations of syntactic classes. 
Secondly, the variety of languages obtained by grammars is essentially 
increased with the use of nonterminals; of. Maurer etal. (1979), where pure 
grammars (that is, grammars without nonterminal symbols) are investigated. 
Thirdly, nonterminals are necessary to obtain strong closure properties, e.g., 
one can show that the class of pure CF languages i an anti-AFL, whereas it 
is well known that the class of CF languages (which differs from the first one 
only in the existence of nonterminal symbols) is a full AFL. 
When considering parallel rewriting we may observe similar conditions: 
Originally parallel rewriting has been introduced in Lindenmayer (1968) to 
describe the development of cell growth in simple organisms. These rewriting 
systems, so-called L systems, do not use nonterminals. However, it turned 
out that the introduction of nonterminal symbols in Herman (1974) involves 
similar advantages concerning the increase of languages obtainable and 
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closure properties as mentioned above in the case of grammars; cf. 
Salomaa (1973) and Herman (1974). The extension of 0L systems to E0L 
systems by introducing nonterminals was found mathematically tractable 
and interesting. Moreover, we can justify the notion of extended 0L systems 
from a biological point of view pointed out in Herman and Rozenberg 
(1975), since the family of E0L languages equals the family of languages of 
recurrence systems, which are of biological interest. Another argument for 
considering E0L systems is the equivalence of E0L languages and codings of 
0L languages; cf. Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg (1974), and the significance of 
codings for biological observations. 
E0L systems differ from CF grammars in two ways: parallel rewriting is 
used rather than sequential rewriting and in E0L systems there exist 
productions also for terminal symbols. One could suspect hat the latter is a 
natural consequence of the constraint of parallel rewriting: If there are no 
productions for terminal symbols, any derivation in an E0L system will stop 
whenever a terminal symbol is generated. Note that this situation is 
simulated exactly by synchronized E0L systems. Thus, as far as the 
generated languages are concerned, the existence of terminal productions i  
quite insignificant since it is well known that for any E0L language L there 
exists a synchronized E0L system F such that L(F )= L, cf. Herman and 
Rozenberg (1975). However, when working with E0L families, it turns out 
that terminal productions indeed lead to additional anguage families as 
shown in Maureretal .  (1977). 
When introducing nonterminal symbols for CF grammars, the character of 
all symbols not contained in the set of nonterminals i  really "terminal" in 
the sense that each of these symbols actually occurs in some word of the 
generated language, provided the grammar is reduced. Clearly, this is due to 
sequential rewriting in CF grammars. The situation becomes more 
complicated in the case of E0L systems as demonstrated by the following 
example: Let F be an E0L system with the production set P= {S~ bT, 
S ~ a, T ~ c, b ~ S, c ~ T, c ~ a, a ~ N, N ~ N}, where S is the startsymbol. 
Clearly, L(F)  = a*. Although the symbols b and e are explicitly specified as 
members of the terminal alphabet, they do not occur in any word of the 
language. This is caused by the fact that parallel rewriting in connection with 
the specified productions forces the occurrence of a nonterminal symbol in 
any word containing b's or e's, respectively, and thus the terminal character 
of the symbols b and e is lost. 
DEFINITION. Let F = (I1, 2~, P, S) be an E0L system. A symbol a C 22 is 
called a pseudoterminal, iff for any word z @ SF(F)  there holds: a C alph(z) 
implies alph(z) ~ (V -  2 0 4: 0. 
Note that this definition is equivalent to the following characterization f 
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pseudoterminals: A symbol a E 27 is a pseudoterminal, iff a ~ alph(L(F)). 
Observe that by definition also those terminal symbols are called pseudoter- 
minals which are not reached from the startsymbol. However, this special 
case is insignificant since we assume every E0L form to be reduced. For a 
given E0L system F= (V, 27, P, S) we denote the set of pseudoterminals by
PS(F) :-- {a E 27] a is a pseudoterminal}. The existence of pseudoterminals 
had to be observed in a number of proofs in the past; cf. Maurer et al. (1980) 
and Ainhirn and Maurer (1979). In these cases pseudoterminals often lead to 
rather nasty complications. However, pseudoterminals play an important 
role for some results concerning the completeness of E0L forms settled in 
Culik and Maurer (1978) and Culik etaL (1978). Also the quite surprising 
but somewhat pathological result of Theorem3.4 in  Ainhirn and 
Maurer (1979) seems to depend essentially on the existence of pseudoter- 
minals. The aim of this paper, namely, to consider E0L forms with restricted 
occurence of pseudoterminals, is due to two reasons: The first one is to avoid 
complications as mentioned above and is a rather pragmatic one. The second 
reason becomes obvious when analyzing the proofs of Theorem 2.4 and 
Theorem 2.5 in Culik and Maurer (1978). These theorems establish the 
existence of complete E0L forms which do not contain a nonterminal chain- 
production, i.e., a production of the form A ~ B, where A and B are nonter- 
minals. This result is shown by a construction which uses pseudoterminals, 
e.g., terminal symbols with nonterminal character, to generate necessary 
nonterminal chains, thus veiling and falsifying in a certain way our 
knowledge about the structure of derivation trees which are necessary to 
generate all E0L languages. Indeed, we show in Section 4 that such nonter- 
minal chain-productions are necessary for completeness when suppressing 
pseudoterminals. We think that the mentioned results in Ainhirn and 
Maurer (1979), Culik and Maurer (1978) and Culik etal. (1978) are not due 
to the structure of E0L systems in the first place but due to a weakness in 
the definition of E0L systems. In this connection we want to call the readers 
attention to the parallel rewriting systems defined in Culik (1974). 
DEFINITION. An E0L system F = (V, 27, P, S) is called marvelous, iff 27 
contains no pseudoterminals. 
The following lemma shows that the generative capacity of E0L systems is 
not affected by this definition. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any EOL language L there exists a marvelous EOL 
system F such that L(F) = L. 
Proof. Since L is an E0L language there exists an E0L system i f=  
(V, 27, P, S) such that L ( f f )=L .  For any symbol a EPS(ff)  define a new 
nonterminal symbol X a ~ V. Define a homomorphism h on V by h(a)= a 
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for a ~ PS(F) and h(a) = X~ for a G PS(F). Let V = h(V), Z = 2T- PS(F) 
and let P contain the production h(a) ~ h(x) for each production a ~ x E if, 
where h is extended to V'* in the usual way. Clearly, F is marvelous and 
SF(F) = h(SF(F)) since just each pseudoterminal is replaced by a nonter- 
minal symbol. L(F )=L( f f )=  L follows from the fact that pseudoterminals 
never occur in a terminal word. II 
When dealing with E0L forms one easily checks that the form being 
marvelous is not sufficient o assume that all interpretations are marvelous. 
A general relation between the sets of pseudoterminals of the form and its 
interpretations, respectively, is established by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 312. Let F= (V,S,P,  S) be an EOL form. For any interpretation 
F' = (V', S', P', S') <~ V(Ft) there holds: lt(PS(F)) ~_ PS(F'). 
Proof Let a E PS(F)~_Z be a pseudoterminal. Thus, a' E/2(a) is a 
terminal symbol. Now assume that there is an x 'E  SF(F') such that a 'E  
alph(x') and (V' - X') A alph(x') = 0. Then we also have (V -  S) 
alph(~t-l(x')) = O and hence /2-1(x ') EL(F).  This is a contradiction since 
by assumption a is a pseudoterminal but a E alph(/2-1(x')). II 
We next present two examples. The first shows that the inclusion of 
Lemma 3.2 can be proper; the second one shows that despite Lemma 3.2 
interpretations of forms containing pseudoterminals may be marvelous (due 
to the fact that 12(PS(F))= O may hold). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. 
F :S~aS la lb ;  a~b;  b~b.  
F ' :S~aS Ib ;  a~b;  b~b.  
Clearly, F' <3 F(~t), PS(F)= O and PS(F')= {a}. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. 
F :S~a lbS ;  a~a;  b~S.  
F': S~a;  a~a.  
Again, F' <] F(/.t), and PS(F)= {b}, PS(F')= 0. 
Note that the generation of pseudoterminals via interpretation is crucial to 
the proof of the normal form result for E0L systems in Culik and 
Maurer (1978). The complete form G specified by the productions S~ a, 
S ~ aS, S ~ Sa, a ~ a, a ~ S, a ~ SS clearly does not contain pseudoter- 
minals. However, the construction used in the proof of Theorem 2.5 in Culik 
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and Maurer (1978) uses pseudoterminals which are interpretations of the 
terminal symbol a. 
By Lemma 3.2 and the above example it becomes obvious that the 
definition of marvelous ystems does not suffice for the consideration of E0L 
forms. Indeed, we also have to modify the mechanism of interpretation, thus 
getting what we call marvelous or m-interpretation. Before presenting our 
definition we want to briefly discuss an alternative and why we feel that this 
alternative is not suitable. 
The idea of the modification is to allow interpretations of terminals to be 
nonterminals in the case that the interpreted terminal would have been a 
pseudoterminal. 
Thus, we could call an E0L system F' = (V', Z', P', S') a marvelous inter- 
pretation of the E0L system F= (V, 27, P,S) modulo# (in symbols: 
F' <1 m F(#)), if # is defined as usual except point (ii), which is altered to: 
(ii) for all a E Z and all a C #(a) 
aE  V ' - -S '  if for all x' E SF(F') a E alph(x') implies. 
alph(x') ~#(V- -  27) ~e 0, 
E 27' otherwise. 
Clearly, the definition guarantees that every interpretation is marvelous. The 
main drawback of this kind of definition is that it blurs the relation between 
the alphabets of the form and its interpretations as is usual in L and 
grammar form theory. This fact greatly decreases the possibility of using 
complete forms as normal form results, which, however, is one of the main 
objects in considering completeness of E0L forms. By Lemma 3.1, one easily 
checks that for each E0L form F there holds d (F )= f,n(F), where dm(F )
denotes the language family obtained from F by marvelous interpretation. 
Thus, even under marvelous interpretation the form G with productions listed 
above remains complete. But, although G does not contain nonterminal 
chain-productions, that result does not imply that any E0L language can be 
generated by a marvelous E0L system containing no nonterminal chain- 
productions as shown in Section 4. Indeed, this type of definition suppresses 
pseudoterminals in a merely formal way. The character of pseudoterminal 
symbols is not taken into consideration and thus the main complications 
which lead to the modification of the interpretation mechanism do not 
disappear. 
Let us now define m-interpretation. 
DEFINITION. Let F = (V, 27, P, S) and F' = (V', 27', P', S') be marvelous 
E0L systems. Then F' is called a marvelous interpretation (m-interpretation 
for short) of F (modulo #), symbolically F' <1,~ F(/t), iff F' <1F(#). 
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Additionally, Sm(F ) and m-completeness are defined as usual but with 
respect o m-interpretation. 
Remarks. Note that it also has been customary in the past to put 
constraints on the involved systems when defining interpretations for E0L 
forms. Since an E0L system must have a complete set of productions, i.e., 
there has to exist at least one production for each symbol, it follows that not 
each rewriting system/7' obtained from an E0L form F by a substitution/~ is 
an E0L system again. In this case we do not have F' <1F(/z) even if 
satisfies conditions (i)-(v) since an interpretation is defined only for E0L 
systems. In our case in addition to the necessity of considering rewriting 
systems with a complete set of productions, e.g., E0L systems, we have to 
take care that F and F' are marvelous. Since it is decidable for any E0L 
system whether it is marvelous as will be shown in Lemma 3.5, our definition 
of m-interpretation is meaningful and the relation <1 m remains decidable. 
Note further that our definition specifically avoids the introduction of 
additional pseudoterminals via interpretation. For example, let J ( (F )= 
{L(F')[F' <1F(lt) and I.t(PS(F))=PS(F')}. Clearly, any language in ~/(F)  
can be generated by an interpretation (ofF) which does not introduce 
additional pseudoterminals. Using the technique of Lemma 3.1 it can be 
shown that for any E0L form F there exists a marvelous E0L form F 1 such 
that ~/ (F )=~' (F1) .  This and the result of Lemma 3.1 show that our 
solution, which is somewhat more elegant, suffices since neither the 
generative power of E0L systems nor that of E0L forms (via m- 
interpretation) is decreased by considering marvelous forms only. 
Finally we want to mention that clearly tm(F  ) c_ d (F )  holds for every 
E0L form F and that it is easy to give an example for an E0L form F 1 such 
that the inclusion dm(F~) c_ f (F~)  is proper. Indeed, it is shown in Section 4 
that the above specified form G is not complete under m-interpretation, i.e., 
tin(G)7 ~ Y(G). 
In the sequel we sometimes will speak of ordinary interpretation if we 
want to point out that we mean the usual type of interpretation (defined in 
Section 2) in contrast to m-interpretation. We now give the promised 
decidab{lity result. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let F = (V, 27, P, S) be an EOL system. It is decidable for 
any a C V whether it is a pseudotermdinal. 
Proof. Let F= (V, 22, P, S) and a ~ 22. Then a is a pseudoterminal iff
L(F) A Z'*a27* = 0. The latter problem is decidable (see, e.g., Herman and 
Rozenberg (1975)). II 
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4. RESULTS 
We first show that nonterminal chain-productions are necessary to 
generate the language L = {a"b"a"b"ln >/1} in the case of marvelous and 
propagating E0L sstems. Note that this is in contrast o the normal form 
result given in Culik and Maurer (1978). 
We call an E0L system G = (V, Z, P, S) full-stretehing if 
(i) for each production a~f lCP ,  a and f lEV ,  and each k>/1, 
a ~ fl holds; 
(ii) for al ia,  f iE V ,a¢S ,a -~f lCPho lds i fa=>kf l fo r  somek>/1.  
By Proposition 3.1 in Culik et al. (1978), for any propagating E0L system 
G a full-stretching E0L system G 1 can  be constructed such that 
L(G) =L(G1). By the construction of G 1 given in Culik etal. (1978) one 
easily realizes that G~ is marvelous if G is marvelous. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let F=(V ,Z ,P ,S )  be a marvelous, propagating EOL 
system such that L(F )= {a"b"a"b"ln>/1}. Then we have P~(V-Z)× 
Proof (by contradiction). We show that the following assumptions lead 
to a contradiction: 
(1) F is a marvelous EPOL system and L(F) = {a"b"a"b"tn ~ 1}; 
(2) PN(V-X)×(V-X)=O.  
Let F 1 be the full-stretching E0L system corresponding to the E0L system F. 
We will need his system later. 
We first show that there is a symbol d E _r such that d is looping, i.e., 
(3) d=~+ d for some dE27. 
Proof of (3). Since each EPOL system generating L must be looping; 
there is a symbol a E V such that a =~t v a for some l >/1. If a E 27, then (3) 
holds. If we have a @ V-- X, the loop for the nonterminal a is only possible 
by using terminal symbols, since productions of the type A-~B, 
A, B E V--27 are impossible by (2). Thus we have a =~k F d =>tF-k a for some 
k >/1 and d E 27. But this implies d~lF -k a ~k F d thus proving (3). 
Property (3) can be strengthened to assertion: 
(4) The only looping symbol in Z is a. 
Proof of (4). Since F is marvelous, we have 27 = {a, b} and therefore 
d E {a, b}. Without loss of generality we may assume d = a (the other case 
followls by symmetry), i.e., a ~t  va for some l >/1. If we have, additionally, 
rt l  b F b for some m ~> 1, the construction of FI assures that 
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{a~a,  b~b} CO_P1, thus implying that L =L(F1) is contextfree. Clearly, 
this is a contradiction and (4) holds. 
Intuitively it is clear that the fact that any loop of F has to use the 
terminal symbol a is too restrictive than to generate a language like L. 
We will show that (4) implies 
(5) Consider any F-derivation tree for a word x = a"bnanb n~ L. 
Then this derivation tree contains a path leading from the root labelled S 
to a leaf labelled b such that on this path there occurs no node with label a. 
Proof of (5). We assume that every path connecting the root with a leaf 
labelled b contains a node with label a. This means that t, the F-derivation 
tree of x, contains nodes n 1,//2,'I', F/S as follows: 
(i) on each path connecting a leaf labelled b with the root of t there 
exists exactly one of the nodes nl, t'/2 . . . . .  ns'~ 
(ii) each of the nodes nl, n2 ..... n s is labelled by the terminal symbol a. 
Let tx,t2,..., ts be the subtrees of t whose roots are na,n2,...,ns, respec- 
tively, and denote the frontier of t i by x i, 1 ~< i~< s. Let h(ti) denote the 
height of the subtree t,.. We show some implications of the above assumption 
which we finally shall combine into a contradiction, thus proving (5). 
(5.1) The production a--* a is not an element of P. 
Proof of (5.1). If we have a =~e a, we can replace the subtrees t l, t 2,. . . ,  t s 
by chains of a's corresponding to the derivation a =~F a =:>'F " ' "  =:~F a and 
thus have constructed a derivation S ~F Y, where y E a +, a contradiction 
to (1). 
(5.2) We have a ~2 a. 
Proof of (5.2). Since a ~ a ~ P by (5.1) and a =~+ b =~+ a is impossible 
by (4) we must have a production a~A ~P for. some nonterminal 
A E V -  S. Assumption (2) implies that for any production A ~ a, a E V (at 
least one such production must exist for generating the loop for the terminal 
symbol a), a is element of 2;. As above, a = b is impossible by (4) and thus 
we have a = a, i.e., a =~F A =>~ a for some nonterminal A. 
(5.3) Each of the subtrees ti (1 ~< i ~< s) has an odd height. 
Proof of (5.3). If the subtree t; has an even height for some j, 1 ~< j ~< s, 
we replace this subtree tj by a tree of the same height and a single leaf 
labelled a corresponding to the derivation a =~2k a, for some k f> 1, existing 
by (5.2). But one easily checks that removing a substring containing at least 
one occurence of b from anbnanb" and substituting a single a for the removed 
substring never yields a word in L. 
643/'47/3 
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We are now in a position to show that the assumption of the proof of (5) 
leads to a contradiction. Assume first x=x~x2 ... xs. Then we lift the root 
of each subtree to the level of the root which has the highest level by 
introducing chains of the type a =~2ka which is possible by (5.2) and (5.3). 
Hence we have S *~F Y, Y E a ÷, contradicting (1). 
If x 4:XlX2 ... x s, we consider the subtree t~. We replace all leaves of the 
tree t which are labelled by a and which do not belong to xax 2 ... xs by the 
subtree tl. The subtrees t i (1 ~< i ~< s) are replaced by chains a =>~ a, where 
l i := h(t~) + h(ti). By (5.3), l i is an even number for all i, 1 ~< i ~< s, and hence 
the chains a =>7 a do exist in F. By this construction we have a derivation 
S *~v za, where z E ~r*, which contradicts (1) and completes the proof of (5). 
=>F a b a b be an arbitrary derivation of a word anbnanb n, (6) LetS  i n ,  , ,  
n ~> 1, in F. Then l ~< 12n. 
Proof of  (6). By (5) there exists a path in the derivation tree of a"b"a"b" 
which connects a leaf labelled b with the root and contains no node 
labelled a. Thus, by (2) the only possibility to use nonincreasing productions 
(i.e., productions a ~ fl with fl E V) involves the terminal b. Since b is not 
looping by (4), (2) implies that the maximal length of chains occuring on 
this path is 2, i.e., corresponding to a derivation of the type A => b => B ~ 7 z, 
where {A, B} c V -  S, 7 ~ V and z E V +. Clearly, this implies (6). 
Now consider the system F 1. Clearly, P~ contains the production a ~ a 
and (6) holds also for F1 since derivations are shorter in F~ than in F. Thus 
we have essentially the same situation as for (a8) in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 in Culik et al. (1978) and the final contradiction is derived in 
complete analogy to this proof. I 
Lemma 4.1 says that, when considering marvelous E0L systems, there 
must exist loops consisting of nonterminals alone in order to generate all 
E0L languages. The next lemma shows that an analogy to this fact holds for 
length-increasing derivations. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let F = (V, Z,, P, S)  be a short and marvelous EOL system 
such that L (F )= {aS"In >t 1}. Then P ,contains a production of  the type 
A ~ BC where A, B and C are nonterminals. 
Proof. We assume the contrary, i.e., P contains no production of the type 
A- - ,BC,  {A,B ,C}c_  V- ,Y, .  Note that this implies that every length- 
increasing production in F involves the terminal symbol a since F is 
marvelous and therefore _r = {a}. 
We show that there exists a derivation (a): a =>v + a J, 2 ~< j~< 4, which 
immediately implies a contradiction since z = a 5~ ¢~ L(F)  for 2 ~< j ~< 4. 
Consider x = a 5 E L. By the above observation and since F is short we have 
=:~t (fl): S F Y=>E + aS, where y=x lax2 ,  t>/1 and XlX 2 E V +. Moreover, we 
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may choose t such that the terminal symbol a in y is not improductive, i.e., it 
contributes a nonempty subword to a 5 through (fl). For assume otherwise 
this means that no occurrence of a contributes to a 5 through (fl) and thus no 
increase of length is possible by our assumption. The subderivation a =~+ a 
is impossible since it would imply L(F)  E .~(CF)  and we have left a ~+r a:, 
2~<j~<5. If j :~5  we are ready. Assume j=5,  i.e., (7):a=~wl=~ 
w2 =~ "-. => wn_ 1 => aS. Choose the smallest r such that w r contains exactly 
two productive occurrences, a and fl, say. Such w r exists since F is short. 
Obviously, if a C {ct, fl} we are ready. Otherwise, a and fl are nonterminals 
and we must have A :~  a J, 3 ~< j ~< 4 for some A E {a, fl}. Now arguing as 
for the derivation (fl) above we yield a =~+ a:, 2 ~< j ~< 4 which finishes the 
proof of the lemma. I 
By Example 5.1 in Maurereta l .  (1977) the simple EPOL form G with 
productions S ~ a, S ~ S, S ~ SS  and a ~ S is complete. When analyzing 
the proof one easily checks that productions for terminal symbols in the 
interpretations of G are used only to block the derivation after having 
generated a terminal symbol. By Lemma 3.1 and the fact that we may 
assume the interpretations to be reduced this implies that G is also m- 
complete. It is clear that we may use interpretations of the productions 
a ~ aS, a ~ Sa or a ~ SS  also only for blocking if the form contains S -~ a, 
S ~ S and S ~ SS.  Thus, we may assume that those productions do not 
cause pseudoterminals in the interpretations of the form. 
By the above observations, Proposition 1.2 in Cul iketaL  (1978) and 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we now can state our main theorem concerning m- 
completeness of simple EPOL forms: 
THEOREM 4.3. A short EPOL form F = ({S, a}, {a}, P, S)  is m-complete, 
i f f  P contains all o f  the productions S ~ a, S -~ S and S ~ SS  and at least 
one o f  the productions a ~ S, a --* aS, a -~ Sa and a -~ SS.  
5. CONSEQUENCES 
In this section we consider how m-interpretation affects some results in L 
form theory which are often used. We start with two important echniques 
which are also used in grammar form theory: isolation and simulation. 
For a given E0L form F=(V,~, ,P ,S )  let N= {x iE  V*[1 ~i<~n} be a 
finite set of words such that F contains the derivation a =~+ x for each x E N 
and a fixed symbol a E V. Then it is possible for every M___ N to construct 
an interpretation F' such that whenever a derivation (a) starts with a and 
ends with a word over V then (a) contains a word y C M, i.e., the derivations 
a ~F + y, y E M, have been "isolated." The idea is to rename all symbols 
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occurring in the intermediate steps of the derivations uch that the new 
symbols differ from each other and all of the new symbols differ from the 
symbols of the form F; cf. the Isolation Lemma in Wood (1980). This 
renaming is easily done in the case of ordinary interpretation when viewing 
the renamed symbols as interpretations of the original ones: it does not 
matter whether the original symbol is a terminal or a nonterminal. 
Obviously, this changes in the case of m-interpretation. Whenever an inter- 
mediate word of the derivation which we want to isolate contains both, 
terminal and nonterminal symbols, the renaming required in general leads to 
the introduction of pseudoterminals in the interpretation. Moreover, even the 
possible context of the intermediate words according to F must be taken into 
consideration. The basic difficulties which occur when isolating via m- 
interpretation are the following: 
(i) Introduction of pseudoterminals caused by renaming. 
This may happen inside the isolated derivation if an intermediate word of 
the derivation which contains a terminal symbol occurs together with a 
nonterminal symbol in any word generated by the form; outside the isolated 
derivation pseudoterminals may be introduced if a terminal symbol occurs 
only together with a nonterminal outside the derivation and thus becomes a
pseudoterminal in the interpretation, since all other occurrences of the 
symbol have been renamed. 
(ii) Introduction of pseudoterminals caused by eliminating 
productions. 
If we isolate a derivation a =~f + X then clearly any production for a except 
the first one used in this derivation has to be removed from the production 
set of the interpretation. This may lead to a situation where the terminal 
context which is generated by the form for some terminal cannot be 
generated in the interpretation and thus the terminal may become a 
pseudoterminal. 
The complications mentioned suggest some restricted formulation of the 
Isolation ILemma because the conditions required to allow isolation in 
general are very strong. This would lead to a rather unwieldy lemma which 
cannot be used in many cases. Typical (implicit) applications of the Isolation 
Lemma as in Maureretal. (1977) and (1978) and Ainhirn and Maurer 
(1979) show that we often want to isolate the derivation S =>+ x for some 
word x E L(F). We will call the isolation of a derivaion starting with the 
starting symbol S a start-isolation and state the Isolation Lemma under m- 
interpretation only for start-isolation. However, we want to return to the 
topic of isolation in a forthcoming paper since we feel that analyzing this 
problem will also give some further insight into the character of m- 
interpretation. 
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LEMMA 5.1 (Start-Isolation Lemma for m-interpretation). Let F= 
(V, 27, P, S) be a marvelous EOL form satisfying conditions (1) and (2): 
(1) a--* xEP  implies S ~ alph(x); 
(2) assume that for some x E V* there exists an F-derivation 
S ::~F Wl :::>F °'" Z:~r Wn-  1 :::~F X satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) w i ~ (V-27)*  k) Z* for each i=  I, 2,..., n - 1; 
(b) for any terminal symbol a, a C alph(y) and x~ F y imply 
a E alph(z) and X*::*>vZfOr some z E 27+. 
Then there exists an EOL system F' = (V', 27', P', S') such that 
(i) V~_ V ' ,27c27 ' ,P -{S~ y lS~ yCP}cP '  andS=S ', 
(ii) F' <~m F and 
(iii) z ~ V* and z ~ SF(F') imply S' =~ +F' X ~F' Z. 
Note that F'  will be not reduced in general. We say F' (and its reduced 
version) is an (m)-isolating interpretation ofF. 
Proof. Consider the word y = w~ w 2 ... w n_ ~ = a 1 a 2 . . ,  a s for some s ~> 1 
and a jE  V, l~ j~s  (if y=e then F'  is simply obtained from F by 
eliminating all productions for S except S ~ x from P). Let y'  -- a t a~ -.. a'  s
be a word obtained from y by renaming the symbols aj to a} (1 ~ j ~ s) such 
that the aj. differ from each other and a} ~ V for j = 1, 2,..., s. Define V' = 
VUalph(y ' )  and 27'=NU{a~.[aj@S, 1<.j<~s}. Let P'  contain all 
productions of P except those for S. Additionally, P' contains all 
productions used in the derivation S=~F, ' =~ Wl F ' ' ' "  ::~F'Wn--I=~F 'x  
corresponding to those ones which are used in the original derivation. It is 
easy to see that the system F'  satisfies (i) and (iii) and further F '  <1F holds. 
In order to prove F'  <~m F we have to show that F'  is marvelous. Clearly, 
pseudoterminals do not occur in the derivation S' ~+, x, which is the only 
one for S by construction, by condition (a): every terminal symbol occurring 
in this derivation actually occurs in some word of L(F'). Condition (b) 
ensures that the renaming of all occurrences of a terminal symbol a ~ 27 in 
the derivation which has to be isolated does not cause that the symbol a, 
which possibly occurs in some word generated after x, becomes a pseudoter- 
minal. Finally, eliminaing all productions for S except S~ w~ from P' 
cannot destroy the terminal context of a symbol a E 27 occurring in some 
word generated after x since by condit ion(I) S never occurs on the 
righthand side of a production and by condition (b) a E 27 occurs in some 
terminal word generated after x. I 
Note that conditions (1) and (2) need not hold if we only force F'  <3F. In 
this case we have proven a special case of the Isolation Lemma in 
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Wood (1980), which is mentioned above. Note further that it can be shown 
that each of conditions (1) and (2) is necessary in general. 
We will need the Isolation Lemma for ordinary interpretation i  the proofs 
of the Simulation Lemmas and therefore we state it in the following. The 
proof is quite analogous to the first part of the proof of Lemma 5.1 and is 
left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 (Isolation Lemma). Let F= (V, ,Y,, P, S) be an EOL 
form, a in V, and {(ai): a =~l x i, 1 ~ i <~ n} be a finite set of derivations of 
length I and with starting symbol a. 
Then there exists an EOL form F' = (V', ~r,, p,, S')--which is not reduced 
in general--such that 
(i) V~_V' ,Sc_27,  P -{a~ y[a~ yEP}c_P '  and S=S' ,  
(ii) F' ~ F and 
(iii) a =~+ F' Z and z C V* imply a =~, x i *~F' Z for some x i, 1 <~ i <~ n. 
We now establish a lemma which is usefull for proving F' <~m F in many 
cases .  
LEMMA 5.3. Let F = (V, ,r,, P, S) be a marvelous EOL system. I f  for an 
arbitrary EOL system F 1 = (V1,2J1,P~, $1) we have L(F)c_L(F1) and 
y,~ c_ E, then F 1 is marvelous. 
Proof. Clear, since z~ 1 C2 ,~ = alph(L(F)) ___ alph(L(F1)). II 
When considering simulation, which is very useful for proving inclusion of 
E0L families, we will follow the results in Maurer et al. (1977). It turns out 
that simulation carries over to m-interpretation in a way which is much less 
complicated than for isolation. 
The notion of a derivation to be nonterminal is one of the basic tools for 
proving the Simulation Lemmas. In the case of m-interpretation we 
additionally must avoid that there occur pseudoterminals. This may happen 
if the nonterminal derivations contain terminal symbols. We thus are led to 
the following definition: 
DEFINITION. Let F = (V, ~r, p, S) be an E0L system. We say a derivation 
x0 ~ xt is marvelous nonterminal [total marvelous nonterminal] and write 
1 IX 0 :::~l Xo=~,~trxt ,~tFxt], if for some [any] sequence of words xl, x2 ..... Xl_l 
with x i ~FXi+l for i = 0, 1 ..... l - -  1 we have x lx  2 ... Xt_l E (V--  ,Y,)*. 
Remark. Note that in contrast o the definition of an nt-derivation it is 
superfluous to take into consideration the context of the intermediate words 
when derived form the starting symbol S: we actually force the words them- 
selves to consist of nonterminals only. Note further that clearly every mt- 
derivation is nonterminal. 
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LEMMA 5.4 (Expansion Simulation Lemma for m-interpretation). Let 
F = (V, S, P, S) and F 1 = (V1, •1, el, S1) be two marvelous EOLforms and 
l >/1 be an integer such that for  all a-* x in P there exists a derivation 
t a =~mtFl X in FI.  Then fm(F)  c Sm(F O. 
Proof. Let F z = (Vz ,S2 ,  P z, $1), F 2 <]F 1, be the E0L form obtained 
from F 1 such that a ~ttmtF 2 X holds for each a ~ x ~ P. This is possible by 
using the Isolation Lemma. Note that F 2 satisfies the stronger condition that 
:::~l a --* x ~ P iff a :z~ ltmtF 2 X. Now, since also a -~ x E P implies a tmtF 2X we 
conclude that Z2=S.  Let F' be an arbitrary m-interpretation of F, 
F' <~mF(/x). Let r~= (V'2,Z'z,P'z, S'I), F'z~FE(g2) be the E0L system 
constructed according to Lemma 3.2 in Maurer etal. (1977). L(F ' )=L(F~)  
is shown as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 in Maurer et al. (1977). We have to 
show F'2 <~m F1 .  F'2 <1F z follows from Lemma 3.2 in Maurer et al. (1977) and 
thus F~ <] F~. To see that F~ is marvelous, and thus F~ <Ira FI holds, note that 
the construction i  Lemma 3.2 inMaurer et al. (1977) preserves the terminal 
alphabet in the case of mt-derivations and thus Z~ = Z' since L" z = Z. Since, 
additionally, L(F'2)= L(F ' )  and F' is marvelous by assumption we can apply 
Lemma 5.3 and the proof is complete. II 
Note that the mt-condition in Lemma5.4 is indeed necessary. For 
example, let F be defined by the productions S ~ S, S-~ SS, S-~ a, a ~ S 
and F 1 by S ~ S, S ~ aS, S ~ a, a ~ S. We know that F is both complete 
and m-complete (cf. Section4). F and F 1 fulfil the conditions of the 
Expansion Simulation Lemma in the case of ordinary interpretation, i.e., 
Lemma 3.3 in Maurer etal. (1977), and thus F 1 is complete, too. However, 
Theorem 4.3 shows that Fa is not m-complete. 
It turns out that the Contraction Simulation Lemma, i.e., Lemma 3.4 in 
Maurer etal. (1977), also holds for m-interpretation. However, in order to 
give a complete survey about simulation in the case of m-interpretation a d 
because of the fact that the proof is a little more involved we also will state 
this lemma. 
DEFINITION. For an E0L system F= (V, Z, P, S) and an integer l>/1, 
V(l) is defined by V(l) := alphtx [S =~kvt X, k/> 0}. 
LEMMA 5.5 (Contraction Simulation Lemma for m-interpretation). Let 
F = (V, Z, P, S) and F 1 = (V l, Z~, P l ,  S1) be marvelous EOL forms such 
that for  some integer l >~ 1 the conditions a E Vl(l ) and a =#r, X imply 
(i) a ~, t r ,  x and 
(ii) a~xCP.  
Then fm(Fl) _____ .~m(F). 
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Proof. Consider an arbitrary m-interpretation F' 1 = (V'I, Z'~, P~, St) <~m 
Fl(pO. Define F' = (1I', 27, P', S') <1F(lu) by a' --* x' E P' iff both a E V'l(l) 
C ! ! / I ! and a' =~tF; X'. Clearly, V' = V'l(l ) _ V 1 and 27 = Vl(l ) N 271 c_ 271, hence 
~t(a) =/q(a)  for all a E l~(l(V'l(l)). Furthermore, P' c_/t(p) as desired and 
we have F' <] F. L(F')= L(F' 0 is demonstrated analogously to the proof of 
Lemma3.4 in Maureretal. (1977). To prove F' <l,nF observe that F] is 
marvelous. Since L(F')= L(F'I) and 27' c_27'1, Lemma 5.3 gives the desired 
result. I 
Let us now turn to the consideration of the reduction results for E0L 
forms given in Section 4 in Maurer et al. (1977). 
DEFINITION. An E0L form F=(V,  27, P,S) is called separated, if 
a -~ x E P implies (i) x E 27 U (V -  27)* and (ii) a E 27 implies x ~ 27. F is 
called binary, if each production in P is of one of the forms A ~ e, A ~ a, 
A ~B,  A ~BC or a~A,  where a E27 and A, B, CE  V-27. 
The main results given in Maurer et al. (1977) can be summarized in the 
following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 5.6. For any EOL form F a separated and short EOL form 
F 1 can be constructed such that t (F )  = 1(F1). I f F  is synchronized, a form 
equivalent, synchronized, binary and propagating EOL form F 1 can be 
constructed. 
These results are established by a number of lemmas. We only want to 
mention that apart from the constructions which obviously preserve form 
equivalence and m-form equivalence there are two types of proofs. The first 
type uses the Simulation Lemmas to show form equivalence and in this case 
it is easy to see that the constructions also satisfy the Simulation Lemmas 
for m-interpretation. The second type directly proves form equivalence and 
the validity for m-interpretation can be shown by use of Lemma 3.5 quite 
analogously as in the proofs of the Simulation Lemmas in this paper: the 
constructed form F1 does not differ from F in the terminal alphabet. Thus, 
even under m-interpretation Proposition 5.6 remains valid. 
We want to finish this section by mentioning that the nonreduction result 
given in Section4 in Maureretal.(1977) also carries over to m- 
interpretation. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let F=({S,a},  {a}, {S~a,a~a2},S)  be an EOL system. 
Then dm(F ) 4: Srn(H) for every synchronized EOL form H. 
Proof. Clearly, F is marvelous and thus tm(F ) is meaningful. Observe 
that every language in Sm(F ) is infinite. Now assume that -~m(H)= fm(F) 
for some synchronized E0L form H. Since tin(F) = In(H) there must exist a 
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marvelous E0L system H' <~m H such that L(H ' )=L(F ) .  We use the 
Isolation Lemma to obtain a system H" <1H' such that L(H")  -- {a}. This is 
possible since H and therefore H '  are synchronized. Moreover, the 
synchronization of H '  implies that te only productions possibly causing 
pseudoterminals in H" are productions which are used for blocking. But 
since H' is marvelous itself, blocking productions involving a terminal 
symbol at most concern the terminal symbol a. Realizing that we may ensure 
that these are the only productions in H" which can be used after having 
generated the word a EL (H" ) ,  we see that H" is marvelous and thus 
H" <1 m H and L(H")  = {a} E dm(H ). This is a contradiction. II 
It is instructive tO realize why Lemma 5.7 does not hold for the form F 
specified in Lemma 4.3 in Maurer etal. (1977). For example, let G be an 
E0L form specified by the productions S--, aa, S--, bb, a-~ Nb, b-~ Na and 
N- ,  N. Then we do have tm(F  ) = .~m(G), the reason for this being the fact 
that we have to interpret both productions for S existing in G. In particular, 
if we do not interpret he production S --, bb, say, then the symbols which are 
interpretations of b - -and such symbols must exist in any interpretation of G 
due to the fact that a -~ Nb is the only production for a in G- -are pseudoter- 
minals. The latter implies that such interpretation is not an m-interpretation. 
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